The October 1999 w M 7.1 Hector Mine earthquake in the Mojave Desert, California, generated characteristic surface disturbances on nearby desert pavements. These disturbances included (i) zones of wholesale gravel displacement, interspersed with zones of intact pavement, (ii) narrow linear zones of exposed fine-grained subpavement matrix (matrix lineations), (iii) displaced and rotated cobbles, (iv) moats around loosened, embedded boulders, and (v) filling of abandoned cobble sockets, boulder moats, and other depressions with gravel and fine-grained debris. Matrix lineations tended to be parallel to one another, with strike independent of direction of surface gradient. Clasts displaced from matrix lineations and from cobble sockets tended to move downslope. Sharp boundaries of matrix lineations and slope-controlled displacement directions on slopes of only a few degrees indicate that clasts remained close to the pavement surface during shaking. The regular (few decimeter) spacing of matrix lineations suggests the presence of low-velocity (few ms -1 ) standing waves during seismic shaking.
